
Predictive Kit to identify patients 

non responding to platinum therapy 

Overview

“Platinum agents comprise…in 80% of clinical 

anticancer regimens as a single agent or combined 

with other anticancer drugs.” (Ref. 1)

“Development of platinum-resistant tumor recurrences 

unfortunately represents a very frequent event.” (Pub. *)

Estimated costs for the adjuvant treatment of 

colorectal cancer with oxaliplatin-free treatment 

(about 4500 $) are 2-3 times lower than treatment 

including oxaliplatin. (Ref. 2)

The innovation

10 gene signature as a predictive biomarker for

platinum treatment against different cancer types
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Formulation clinical use Cancer type

cisplatin worldwide

Testicular cancer, ovarian cancer, bladder 

cancer, head and neck cancer, NSCLC, SCLC, 

gastric cancer, anal cancer

carboplatin worldwide

Ovarian cancer, NSCLC, SCLC, melanoma, 

head and neck cancer, thymic cancer, breast 

cancer

oxaliplatin worldwide Colorectal cancer (Ref. 1)
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Advantages

-Gene quantification step can be performed with

high throughput, widespread techniques

-Applicability in different tumor types treated

with platinum

-Reduction of treatment costs

-Improvement of patients life quality by avoiding

ineffective treatment and potentially serious,

useless side effects

What we are looking for

Commercial partner interested in the 

development of the kit under license or 

co-development

cancer type estimated new cases/year in the USA

breast 268600

colorectal 145600

bladder 80470

ovarian cancer 22500

oxaliplatin worldwide Colorectal cancer
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